**TUN - Tunesia**

- **Players**
  - No. 1: NAMLI Aai
  - No. 2: BEN GHAL Ghazi
  - No. 3: ADBELLI Bilel
  - No. 4: RMIKI Oussama
  - No. 5: TOUMI Ghassem
  - No. 6: MAOUI Noureddine
  - No. 7: BELKAIED Yassine
  - No. 8: JABALLAH Jiheh
  - No. 9: DAMOUL Mohamed Amine
  - No. 10: BEN ABDALLAH Anour
  - No. 11: JABILI Islam

- **Goalkeepers**
  - No. 1: NAMLI Aai
  - No. 6: BELKAIED Yassine

**DEN - Denmark**

- **Players**
  - No. 1: LANDIN JACOBSEN Niklas (C)
  - No. 2: LANDIN JACOBSEN Magnus
  - No. 3: JAKOBSEN Emil M.
  - No. 4: SAUGSTRUP JENSEN Magnus
  - No. 5: LINDBERG Hans
  - No. 6: GIDSELS Mathias
  - No. 7: MOLLER Kevin
  - No. 8: MENSAH LARSEN Mads
  - No. 9: HANSEN Mikkel
  - No. 10: JORGENSEN Lukas Lindhard
  - No. 11: A PLOGV HANSEN Johan
  - No. 12: JANSER Nielsen Michael
  - No. 13: HOLM Jacob Yndrup
  - No. 14: HALD JENSEN Simon
  - No. 15: HARKENGAARD Mads
  - No. 16: PYTLICK Simon Bogotof

- **Goalkeepers**
  - No. 1: LANDIN JACOBSEN Niklas
  - No. 20: MOLLER Kevin

---

**Goals**

**TUN - Tunesia**

- **No. 1:** G/S 21, S/S 6, 1/5 Wing 1, 2/6 9m 1, 1/1 7m 1, 0/1 FB 1

**DEN - Denmark**

- **No. 1:** G/S 34, S/S 17, 1/6 Wing 3, 1/7 9m 1, 2/8 7m 1, 1/0 FB 2

---

**Penalties**

**TUN - Tunesia**

- **No. 1:** BT 3

**DEN - Denmark**

- **No. 3:** S/A 1

---

**Bench/Team**

**TUN - Tunesia**

- **No. 1:**

**DEN - Denmark**

- **No. 16:**

---

**Report Created:** DI 17 JAN 2023 22:07

---

**Legend:**

- Efficiency (C)
- Captain 2Min 2-Minute Suspensions
- 7m 7-metre Shots 6m 6-metre Shots
- 9m 9-metre Shots BC Blue Cards
- D Direct Red Card BT Breakthroughs
- Empty Goal EG G/S Saves/Shots
- FB Fast Breaks Wing Shots
- No. Uniform Number RC Red Cards S/S Saves/Shots
- X Red Card After 3rd 2-Minute Suspension YC Yellow Cards